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Slow growing bacteria survive bacteriophage in isolation
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The interactions between bacteria and bacteriophage have important roles in the global ecosystem; in turn changes in
environmental parameters affect the interactions between bacteria and phage. However, there is a lack of knowledge on whether
clonal bacterial populations harbour different phenotypes that respond to phage in distinct ways and whether the abundance of
such phenotypes within bacterial populations is affected by variations in environmental parameters. Here we study the impact of
variations in nutrient availability, bacterial growth rate and phage abundance on the interactions between the phage T4 and
individual Escherichia coli cells confined in spatial refuges. Surprisingly, we found that fast growing bacteria survive together with all
of their clonal kin cells, whereas slow growing bacteria survive in isolation. We also discovered that the number of bacteria that
survive in isolation decreases at increasing phage doses possibly due to lysis inhibition in the presence of secondary adsorptions.
We further show that these changes in the phenotypic composition of the E. coli population have important consequences on the
bacterial and phage population dynamics and should therefore be considered when investigating bacteria-phage interactions in
ecological, health or food production settings in structured environments.

ISME Communications; https://doi.org/10.1038/s43705-023-00299-5

INTRODUCTION
The interactions between bacteria and bacteriophage have
important roles in the global ecosystem by shaping microbial
populations thriving in many environments including seawater [1],
soil [2] and the mammalian gut [3]. Phage are one of the major
drivers of bacterial death [4], thus affecting the composition and
evolution of bacterial communities in natural environments [5, 6],
including the human body [7, 8]. Bacteria and phage are
ubiquitous and strongly affect the environment they thrive in,
therefore, deciphering bacteria-phage interactions is essential for
predicting changes in natural and artificial ecosystems [5, 9, 10].
In natural environments where bacteria and phage thrive,

physical and chemical parameters such as temperature, salinity,
pH and nutrient availability vary in time and space. Increasing
evidence suggests that such variations strongly affect bacteria-
phage interactions. For example, changes in bacterial gene
regulation during the colonization of the ileum and colon
influences the coexistence of bacterial and phage populations
[3]. Variations in temperature, salinity, pH and organic matter
content affect the lysis of bacterial populations by phage in
aquaculture and food production settings [11–13]. Changes in
nutrient availability affect bacterial growth and increasing
evidence suggests that the rate of phage population growth
and burst size increase with increasing bacterial growth rate
[14–16] and are life-cycle dependent [17], whereas the eclipse and
latent periods reduce with increasing bacterial growth rate
[14–16]. However, some phage are also capable of infecting
slowly growing stationary phase or starved bacterial populations
[18–21]. Moreover, lysis of the host bacterium can be delayed by
the infecting phage for several hours in the event of adsorption of
one or more secondary phage which leads to superinfection and

lysis inhibition [22–24]. Furthermore, the spatial structure of
natural environments has a profound impact on bacteria-phage
interactions and the emergence of genetic resistance to phage
[2, 25–32], whereas the cost of resistance can not only vary with
the type of mutation [33] but also with nutrient availability
[34, 35].
This wealth of understanding about the biology of bacteria and

phage was obtained via measurements at the population-level
that cannot dissect variations in phenotypic responses to phage
from individual cells amongst a bacterial population. Whilst
increasing evidence suggests that phenotypic heterogeneity
within clonal bacterial populations plays a key role in many
different biological processes [36–38], there is a knowledge gap in
our understanding of the impact of variations in environmental
parameters on the phenotypic heterogeneity in the interactions
between bacteria and phage. Therefore, we set out to investigate
the interaction between individual bacteria and phage in order to
understand (i) whether clonal bacterial populations harbour
different phenotypes that respond to phage in distinct ways, i.e.
susceptible and persister bacteria [39]; (ii) whether the abundance
of such phenotypes within a bacterial population is affected by
variations in environmental parameters; (iii) the impact of such
phenotypes on bacterial and phage population dynamics.
We used single-cell microfluidics [40–42] to perform kinetic

analysis of phage infections in individual bacteria cultured as
planktonic cells in spatial refuges. We chose to investigate
Escherichia coli and its lytic phage T4 that have been extensively
employed to increase our molecular understanding of the impact
of the environment on bacteria-phage interactions [14–16, 43].
Moreover, we focused our study on nutrient availability, the
bacterial phase of growth and phage abundance. In fact, these
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environmental parameters often vary over time in natural
structured environments, can be easily manipulated in applied
settings and are closely linked with each other. Understanding
how variations in nutrient availability, bacterial phase of growth
and phage abundance shape phenotypic heterogeneity in
bacteria-phage interactions is of major importance from an
ecological [4, 5, 9, 44] and applied standpoint [45–48].

METHODS
Materials
All materials were purchased from Fisher Scientific or Sigma-Aldrich unless
otherwise stated. Lysogeny broth (LB) was purchased from Melford and
consisted of 10 g/L tryptone, 5 g/L yeast extract and 10 g/L NaCl. E. coli
strain BW25113 was purchased from Dharmacon (GE Healthcare).
M9 minimal medium was prepared to the following recipe (7 g l−1

Na2HPO4, 3 g l
−1 KH2PO4, 1 g l

−1 NH4Cl, 0.5 g l
−1 NaCl, 1 mM thiamine

hydrochloride). T4 phage ATCC-11303-B4 was purchased from LGC
Standards and propagated and stored as previously described [31].

Bacterial culture and phage propagation
Overnight cultures were prepared as previously described [31]. Briefly,
single colonies of E. coli BW25113 were picked from LB agar and grown in
200mL fresh LB shaking at 200 rpm and 37 °C overnight (i.e. 17 h). To
propagate T4 phage, the bacterial overnight cultures were diluted 1:1000
in LB and grown for 4 h until they were in mid-exponential phase at
approximately 106 cells ml−1. T4 was then added at an MOI of 1 and left to
incubate overnight at 37 °C. 10% v-v chloroform was added and lightly
agitated for 15min. The samples were then centrifuged at 4000 rpm for
30min and the supernatant filtered twice through a 0.22 µm filter and
stored at 4 °C.

Infection assays in the mother machine
The mother machine microfluidic device was engineered, assembled and
used to conduct single cell time-lapse microscopy experiments as
previously reported [31, 42, 49]. Briefly, overnight E. coli cultures were
concentrated to an OD600 of 50 through centrifugation and resuspension
of the pellet in spent medium that was obtained by filtering the
supernatant from the overnight culture twice. A 2 µl aliquot of the
concentrated bacterial suspension above was loaded into the main
delivery channel of the mother machine device, and the chip incubated at
37 °C for 20min to ensure approximately 50% of the mother machine
spatial refuges were loaded with 1–2 bacteria. The microfluidic chip was
connected to fluorinated ethylene propylene tubing and mounted onto an
inverted microscope within an environmental chamber held at 37 °C as
previously described [50]. In order to study bacteria in the lag phase,
bacteria were treated with T4 phage diluted to a concentration of either
107 or 109 plaque forming units (PFU) ml−1 in either 10:90 LB:M9 (V:V) or in
LB only immediately after addition to the mother machine. To target
exponentially growing bacteria, bacteria were first grown in LB for 3 h and
then exposed to T4 phage at a concentration of 107 PFU ml−1 in 10:90
LB:M9. To target bacteria in stationary phase, bacteria were treated with T4
phage at a concentration of 107 PFU ml−1 in spent medium obtained by
filtering the supernatant of the same overnight E. coli culture twice
immediately after addition to the mother machine. In all cases, T4 phage
was actively supplied into the mother machine for 2 h, unless specified
otherwise, at a flow rate of 100 µl h−1. After 2 h, fresh LB medium only was
flowed through the device at 100 µl h−1 for 22 h. During the 2 h of active
phage supply in the mother machine, bacteria experienced both active
and passive exposure to phage, the latter originating from the lysis of
bacteria that had previously been infected by phage. During the following
22 h exposure to LB only, bacteria experienced exclusively passive phage
exposure. Brightfield images were collected at hourly time-points using an
exposure time of 0.03 s. At 24 h propidium iodide (PI) in LB (1:1000, V:V)
was introduced into the mother machine device and images were taken
using a TRITC filter and a green LED at 100% intensity. Each experiment
was performed in biological triplicate.
In order to measure the phage population dynamics, the mother

machine outflow was collected hourly into tubes containing 1mg/ml
kanamycin to prevent phage replication and serially diluted in LB and
spotted on plates prepared as follows: 4 ml of liquid 0.5% LB agar was
pipetted onto plates containing 1.5% LB agar. 200 μL of an overnight E. coli
culture was added to each plate, followed by 100 μL of each phage

dilution. Plates were incubated overnight at 37 °C and plaques were
enumerated. Only plates containing 30–300 plaques were counted.
In order to measure the number of particles reaching individual spatial

refuges, we used fluorescent nanoparticles of a similar size to the T4
bacteriophage. These particles were amine-modified polystyrene beads
conjugated to orange fluorescent dye with diameter range 100–20 nm [51]
and were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. These nanoparticles were
injected into the mother machine at a concentration of either 107 or 109

particles ml−1 at a flow rate of 100 µl h−1 and their diffusion in 20 spatial
refuges was continuously imaged for 2 h via a Texas red filter, a green LED
at 100% intensity, and a camera exposure time of 0.1 s. This experiment
was performed in triplicate.

Assessment of bacterial genetic resistance to T4
During the above-described infection assays in the mother machine, the
outflow from the chip was collected at hourly time points. Each outflow
sample had a volume of around 100 µl since we used a flow rate of 100 µl
per hour in our experiments. Each outflow sample contained either
bacteria and growth medium in control experiments, or bacteria, phage
and growth medium in infection experiments. In order to test whether
bacteria exposed to phage within the mother machine had become
resistant to phage, sterile loops were dipped into each outflow sample
from control and infection experiments and streaked across plates
containing T4 at a concentration of approximately 109 PFU ml−1. We did
not observe formation of bacterial colonies in any of the plates, suggesting
that genetic resistance to T4 does not emerge within E. coli exposed to T4
within the mother machine and within our 24 h experimental time frame.

Image and data analysis
For each environmental condition, we measured the fate of individual
bacteria in each of 200 separate refuges of the mother machine device
from biological triplicate at hourly time points. Specifically, quantitative
information on the bacterial population dynamics was extracted by
loading the time lapse microscopy images of the bacteria-hosting channels
into ImageJ. The number of cells present in each channel was counted at
each time point, and the cell fate, live, lysed or PI stained, was assessed
using bright field images and PI staining images at t= 24 h. Since each
mother machine channel accommodates up to eight bacteria, around 5%
of the bacterial progeny was pushed out from the open end of the hosting
channels during the single-cell assay and the fate of such cells during T4
exposure could not be directly measured. Therefore, predictions of the
probabilities of the possible fate of these cells were made based on the
measurable fate for the remaining 95% of the population.
The survival fraction in each hosting refuge at each time point was

determined as the bacterial counts in the hosting refuge at any given time
point divided by the count at t= 0 in the same refuge. The lysed fraction
was determined as the number of bacteria that lysed in each refuge at
each time point divided by the number of bacteria present in the same
refuge at that time point. Means and standard errors for both quantities
were then calculated by averaging measurements performed over 200
different hosting channels from three independent biological replicates.
The overall surviving fraction in each experiment was determined as the
total number of bacteria that survived by 24 h divided by the total number
of bacteria counted during the experiment. The overall susceptible fraction
in each experiment was determined as the total number of bacteria that
lysed or stained with PI divided by the total number of bacteria counted
during the experiment. Means and standard errors for both quantities were
obtained by averaging data from biological triplicates.
The overall phenotype of each channel was determined and classified

into one of 8 distinct phenotypes: bacteria that doubled and survived with
their entire progeny in the hosting spatial refuge and that we called
survivors without lysis; bacteria that doubled and survived with some of
their progeny but with evidence of lysis in the hosting spatial refuge and
that we called survivors with lysis; bacteria that did not double and
survived and that we called survivors without doubling; bacteria that
doubled with only the daughter cell at the dead-end of the hosting spatial
refuge surviving and that we called old pole survivors since they
consistently inherited the old pole of the progenitor cell [52]; bacteria
that doubled with only one of the daughter cells that were not at the
dead-end of the hosting spatial refuge surviving and that we called new
pole survivors since they did not consistently inherit the old pole of the
progenitor cell [52]; bacteria that lysed without doubling; bacteria that
doubled and lysed within 7 h; bacteria that doubled and lysed within 24 h.
The fraction of each phenotype was calculated for each hosting channel
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and the means and standard errors were obtained by averaging data from
200 channels from biological triplicate.
The number of generations each susceptible cell underwent before lysis

was also calculated. Data were tested for normality using a Shapiro Wilks
test and differences between the number of generations before death
compared through Mann-Whitney tests. Linear regressions were con-
ducted on the survival fractions from t= 2 h to t= 7 h post phage
addition, to extrapolate the intercept to the x-axis. The slopes and
intercepts were then compared.
Quantitative information on the diffusion of fluorescent nanoparticles in

the structured environment was extracted by loading the time lapse
fluorescence microscopy images in ImageJ and counting the number of
particles reaching each spatial refuge during each 2 h long exposure. In
order to exclude spurious noise [53, 54], we retained the events for which a
particle explored a spatial refuge for three consecutive frames (i.e. >0.3 s).
For each of the analysed spatial refuges, we evaluated the relative
frequency for which the spatial refuge was empty, or contained one or
more particles at any given time; for each relative frequency we calculated
the mean and standard error of the measurements obtained in 20 spatial
refuges from three independent experiments.

RESULTS
Bimodal phenotypic survival of E. coli to T4 exposure
In order to study the interactions between E. coli and T4, we used
our recently introduced high-throughput, microfluidics-based
platform to perform kinetic analysis of antibiotic efficacy
[37, 41, 42, 55, 56], molecular accumulation [36, 38, 40, 57, 58]
and phage infections in individual bacterial cells [31, 59]. Briefly,
we used a microfluidic mother machine device [60] equipped with
thousands of compartments physically separated from each other
that represent spatial refuges where bacteria can grow, each

refuge initially hosting one bacterium (Fig. 1a). When phage were
actively supplied via microfluidics to the environment around the
refuges, we discovered eight different phenotypic bacterial
responses that broadly fall within three categories: bacterial lysis,
bacterial survival in isolation, collective bacterial survival (Fig. 1b).
Specifically, in some refuges individual bacteria were lysed by T4
without doubling or all progeny was lysed by T4 after doubling
either by t= 7 h or t= 24 h following the addition of the phage
(Fig. 1b–c, Fig. S1a–c). In other refuges bacteria first doubled and
then survived phage in isolation: some surviving bacteria were
positioned at the dead-end of the refuge and thus consistently
inherited the original old pole of the progenitor cell during
doubling [52], whereas other bacteria were not positioned at the
dead-end of the compartment and thus did not consistently
inherit the old pole of the progenitor cell during doubling
(Figs. 1b, 1d, S1d–e). In other refuges bacteria were not lysed
during phage treatment and did not double but survived in
isolation in their compartment (Figs. 1b, 1d, S1f). In other refuges
we found collective survival to phage, where E. coli doubled and
either none of the progeny was lysed by phage or only some of
the progeny was lysed by phage (Figs. 1b, 1e, S1h–i). These
surviving bacteria were not genetically resistant to T4 as none of
the bacteria collected in the outflow of the mother machine grew
on LB agar plates containing T4.
Taken together, these data demonstrate that E. coli can survive

exposure to T4 without acquiring genetic mutations via two main
distinct phenotypes: collective survival or isolated survival in spatial
refuges. In the following we set out to investigate whether the
relative abundance of these distinct phenotypes is stochastic or can
be controlled by manipulating the environment around the bacteria.

Fig. 1 Phenotypic heterogeneity in the interaction between E. coli and the T4 phage. Schematic illustrating the experimental design: (a)
individual bacteria confined in microfluidic spatial refuges with phage being delivered to the microfluidic environment at t= 0 and (b) eight
different phenotypic responses to phage recorded within 24 h, from left to right: lysis without doubling, lysis by 7 h or 24 h after doubling,
individual old pole survivor after doubling, individual new pole survivor after doubling, individual survivor without doubling, multiple
survivors without lysis, multiple survivors with evidence of lysis. c–e Corresponding representative temporal dependence of bacterial density
per refuge for each of the phenotypes above. Dotted lines are guides for the eye. These measurements are representative of experiments
carried out in 200 refuges of the structured mother machine environment in biological triplicate. Corresponding representative time-lapse
microscopy images are presented in Fig. S1. Quantitative information extracted from the full image sets are presented in Figs. 2–4.
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The lag phase of growth favours isolated survival to phage
Firstly, we set out to determine the impact of the phase of
bacterial growth on the relative abundance of the eight
phenotypic responses to phage introduced above. We used a
2 h active treatment with 107 phage ml−1 against bacteria in the
lag, exponential or stationary phases of growth and altered the
microfluidic supply to growth medium only at t= 2 h for a further
22 h with phage persisting in the mother machine originating
exclusively from previously infected cells. We found that the
fraction of bacteria surviving phage was significantly higher for
bacteria in the stationary phase of growth compared to the lag or
exponential phases (Fig. 2a) and that bacterial lysis by phage was
slower in the lag or stationary phases compared to the
exponential phase (Fig. 2b) with an increase in the number of
doublings before lysis when phage was added to bacteria in the
exponential phase of growth (Fig. 2d). Remarkably, we discovered
a switch from isolated survival for lag phase bacteria to collective
survival for exponential and stationary phase bacteria (Fig. 2c). For
lag phase bacteria the most common surviving phenotype was
the old pole survivor, whereas bacteria doubling and surviving
without evidence of lysis was the most common phenotype for
both exponential and stationary phase bacteria (Fig. S2a).
The bacterial survival fraction and doubling rate initially

increased to a greater extent when treatment was carried out
against exponential phase bacteria compared to lag or stationary
phase bacteria (Fig. 2e); as a consequence, the phage population
expanded to a greater extent in exponentially growing bacteria
compared to lag or stationary phase bacteria (Fig. S3a). After two
hours, the bacterial population started to decrease with a longer
predicted time of population extinction for exponential compared
to lag phase bacteria due to the prevalence of collective
phenotypic survival within exponential phase bacteria (Fig. 2e).
Accordingly, the phage population reduced earlier and more
steeply in exponential compared to lag phase bacteria (Fig. S2a).
The survival fraction continued to increase, whilst the lysed
fraction and phage counts remained low in the case of stationary
phase bacteria (Fig. 2e, f and Fig. S2a) due to collective phenotypic
survival. Therefore, at t= 24 h the bacterial survival fraction was
highest for stationary or exponential phase bacteria, predomi-
nantly displaying collective survival, compared to lag phase
bacteria, predominantly displaying isolated survival (Fig. 2e).
Our data describing the dynamics of phage populations explain

the observed dependence of survival to phage on the bacterial
phase of growth. Bacteria that had been supplied with phage
whilst in stationary phase had higher chances of collective
phenotypic survival compared to lag phase bacteria because of
significantly lower phage levels available for infection (Fig. S2a).
Bacteria that had been supplied with phage whilst in exponential
phase were instead surrounded by a larger number of phage
compared with lag phase bacteria (Fig. S2a). Therefore, exponen-
tially growing bacteria already infected by a phage had a greater
probability to be infected by a second phage within few minutes
from the first infection, possibly triggering lysis inhibition. In line
with this hypothesis, only a minority of bacteria were lysed by
phage whilst the phage population was at its maximal levels
(Fig. 2b).

Increasing nutrient availability favours collective survival to
phage
Next, we set out to determine the impact of nutrient availability
on the relative abundance of the above introduced eight
phenotypic responses to phage. The phage population initially
amplified to a greater extent in LB compared to a nutrient poorer
mixture of LB and minimal medium at a ratio 1:9 (Fig. S3b).
Accordingly, we observed a delay in bacterial lysis (Fig. 3b), a
switch from isolated to collective survival (Fig. 3c) and an increase
in the number of doublings before lysis (Fig. 3d) at high nutrient
compared to low nutrient availability that also allowed for

significantly faster bacterial growth in the absence of phage
(Fig. S4). The survival fraction and doubling rate was initially
higher in the presence of high nutrient compared to low nutrient
availability (Fig. 3e), whereas the lysed fraction was higher at low
nutrient availability (Fig. 3f). Moreover, the phage population
reduced earlier and more steeply at high compared to low
nutrient availability from t= 3 h onwards (Fig. S3B). As a result,
increased nutrient availability also reduced the predicted time of
extinction of the bacterial population (Fig. 3e) with a significantly
higher surviving population fraction at t= 24 h (Fig. 3e).
Taken together, these data further support our hypothesis that

collective phenotypic survival to phage emerges during periods in
which phage originating from bacterial lysis are more abundant
because of increased nutrient availability and bacterial growth
rate.

Increasing phage abundance favours collective bacterial
survival to phage
Next, we set out to determine the impact of phage abundance on
the relative frequency of the above introduced eight phenotypic
responses to phage. We found that the fractions of surviving
bacteria for treatment with 107 and 109 phage ml−1 were not
significantly different (Fig. 4a). However, increasing the phage
concentration accelerated bacterial lysis (Fig. 4b). In accordance
with our lysis inhibition hypothesis, at the low dose regime
isolated survival was predominant; in contrast, collective survival
was predominant at the high dose regime (Fig. 4c). Moreover, we
found a lower initial bacterial population expansion (Fig. 4e), a
slower bacterial doubling rate (Fig. 4e) and a reduction in the
number of doublings before lysis (Fig. 4d,) during the high dose
regime compared to the low dose regime. These data suggest that
a high phage dose regime is more efficient in limiting the initial
bacterial growth measured at the low phage regime. However, we
then observed a less steep decrease in survival fraction at the high
dose regime which led to a higher final survival fraction at the
high dose regime at t= 24 h (Fig. 4e). This higher survival was due
to a 5-fold reduction in the phage population (from t= 0 to
t= 3 h, Fig. S1c) when the phage input was high, which led to the
prevalence of collective bacterial survival under the high phase
dose regime. In contrast, the phage population reached a
maximum amplification of a factor of 10 compared to the input
population in the case of low phage input (Fig. S1c).
We observed similar phenotypic responses to phage when

active phage treatment was extended from a 2 h to a 24 h period
(Fig. S5), suggesting that the newly discovered phenotypic switch
from isolated to collective survival to phage is not dictated by the
length of time in which phage are actively supplied to the
bacterial environment. Furthermore, using fluorescent nanoparti-
cles of dimensions similar to bacteriophage T4, we found that
when these nanoparticles were injected in the mother machine
device at a concentration of 107ml−1, the probability that a
compartment was simultaneously explored by two or more
particles was low (i.e. 0.25, Fig. S4a); in contrast, when these
nanoparticles were injected in the mother machine device at a
concentration of 109ml−1, the probability that a compartment was
simultaneously explored by two or more particles was high (i.e.
0.7, Fig. S6b).

DISCUSSION
Variations in physical and chemical parameters affect
bacteria–phage interactions [3, 11–17] which in turn shape the
ecology and evolution of microbial communities [1–3]. A diverse
arsenal of genetic mechanisms permitting bacteria to resist phage
across different environmental conditions have been reported
[2, 5, 25–28]. In contrast the impact of variations in environmental
parameters on the phenotypic heterogeneity in the interactions
between bacteria and bacteriophage remains to be investigated.
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In fact, investigations of bacteria–phage interactions [5, 61, 62]
and the evolution of resistance to phage [63–67] are often only
carried out at the genetic level on bacteria growing in one defined
environmental condition and often do not consider how these
interactions may in turn depend on the environment. Here we
present novel understanding of the different phenotypic
responses to phage harboured within clonal bacterial populations
and on the impact of variations in nutrient availability, the
bacterial phase of growth and phage abundance on the frequency
of these bacterial phenotypes.
Remarkably, we discovered that an increase in either nutrient

availability, or bacterial growth rate, or phage abundance drives a
drastic phenotypic switch from isolated survival to collective
survival in spatial refuges (Fig. S7), demonstrating that these three
interlinked environmental factors have a profound impact not
only on bacterial populations [14–16] but also on the phenotypic
composition within a clonal population at least in the bacterium
E. coli and phage T4 pair. Because of such switch to collective
phenotypic survival, we found that bacterial populations growing
at high nutrient availability or in the exponential phase of growth
displayed higher survival to phage T4 compared to bacterial
populations thriving at low nutrient availability or in the lag phase
of growth. In contrast, in well-mixed environments, survival of
bacterial populations to phage decreases with nutrient availability
and bacterial growth rate [14, 16, 17], a discrepancy on which we
expand below.
The phenotypic switch between isolated and collective survival

is possibly controlled and mediated by phage via lysis inhibition
since we consistently observed this switch when phage was
actively provided at a high concentration, or a high concentration
of phage originated from infected bacteria as was the case for

bacteria infected in the exponential phase of growth or in the lag
phase of growth but with nutrient supplementation (Fig. S7).
Moreover, our experiments using nanoparticles suggested that
the probability of super-infection increases with phage abun-
dance. Super-infection is known to cause lysis inhibition for phage
T4 [24, 68], where lysis of a super-infected E. coli cell can be
delayed for several hours. During this period the cell may grow
and double [23], as we observed in our study with the collective
survival phenotype. Therefore, it is conceivable that the above
reported discrepancy in lysis of bacterial populations by phage
between well-mixed and structured environments is due to
enhanced lysis inhibition in the latter environment, because of
the physical confinement and proximity of phage and bacteria.
However, it is also conceivable that in the presence of a higher
number of fast growing bacteria in spatial refuges, phage slow
down infection; accordingly, T4 phage adsorption constant
decreases with bacterial growth rate in chemostats [15].
Alternatively, the collective survival phenotype could be

attributed to persistence to phage where the expression of the
phage lytic genes is suppressed in non-growing persistent
bacteria and the infecting phage resumes the process of gene
expression and causes cell lysis when bacteria switch back to
normal growth [39]. However, in contrast to this previous report
we found that the collective survival phenotype grew also in the
presence of phage, suggesting that our newly discovered
collective survival phenotype is underpinned by a distinct
mechanism with respect to persistence to phage; the observed
phenotype survivor without doubling could be instead attributed
to persistence to phage.
It is also conceivable that bacteria that had been actively

supplied with phage at high nutrient availability or in the

Fig. 2 The lag phase of growth favours isolated survival to phage and better bacterial clearance. a–d Quantitative comparisons of the
efficacy of a 2 h treatment with 107 T4 phage ml-1 against E. coli in the lag, exponential or stationary phase of growth in terms of the (a) overall
fraction of susceptible (filled bars) and surviving bacteria (empty bars), (b) fraction of bacteria that lysed without doubling (empty bars), lysed
by 7 h after doubling (vertically patterned bars), or lysed by 24 h after doubling (filled bars), (c) fraction of isolated (empty bars) vs collective
survival (horizontally patterned bars), (d) number of doublings before lysis. e–f Temporal dependence of (e) the survival and (f) the lysed
fraction for bacteria in the lag (blue circles), exponential (brown triangles) or stationary phase of growth (magenta hexagons) hosted in the
mother machine compartments and treated with 107 T4 phage ml−1 for 2 h. Lag and exponential E. coli were treated for 2 h with phage
suspended in a 9:1 M9:LB mixture, whereas stationary phase bacteria were treated for 2 h with phage suspended in spent medium harvested
from an overnight E. coli culture. In all three cases, LB medium only was delivered in the mother machine from t= 2 h onwards instead of
medium containing T4 phage. Inset in (e): mean doubling rate of lag (blue circles), exponential (brown triangles) or stationary phase E. coli
(magenta hexagons) during the 2 h treatment with 107 T4 phage ml−1. Measurements were carried out in 200 channels of the structured
mother machine environment in biological triplicate, means and standard errors of the mean were calculated and used in panels (e) and (f).
Very small error bars cannot be visualised due to overlap with the datapoints. Dotted lines are guides for the eye.
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exponential phase of growth were in a more active physiological
state and, therefore, created more progeny and initiated
phenotypic defences to counteract phage attacks, for example,
via a rapid downregulation of the phage receptors [31]. However,
this scenario does not explain why we observed a switch from
isolated to collective survival at increased phage abundance while
maintaining the same nutrient availability and phase of growth.
This newly discovered phage-controlled switch reminds us of

the reversible transition between lysis and lysogeny by temperate
phage. This transition often depends on the density of susceptible
hosts in the environment and is based on phage communication
[69, 70] and monitoring of bacterial quorum-sensing systems
[71–73]. In fact, experimental and theoretical studies using
temperate phage (e.g. E. coli phage λ, B. subtilis phage phi3T) in
well-mixed environments have demonstrated that when
the multiplicity of infection is low and the number of susceptible
hosts is high, lysis followed by horizontal transmission is the
preferred strategy for temperate phage; conversely, when
the multiplicity of infection is high and the number of susceptible
hosts is low, the phage benefits more from investing into lysogeny
and vertical transmission [69, 74–76].
Similarly, using the lytic phage T4 and a structured environment,

we found that when the multiplicity of infection is low, phage lyse
infected cells and bacteria predominantly survive in isolation in
spatial refuges; conversely, when the multiplicity of infection is high
phage do not lyse infected cells and bacteria predominantly survive
together with their clonal kin in spatial refuges. Noteworthy, super-
infection exclusion, whereby phage infected cells became immune
to subsequent infection, has been recently reported as a defence
strategy in environmental bacteria [77]. Therefore, if confirmed for
other bacterial species dwelling in structured soil or aquatic
environments, this phenotypic switch might have important

consequences on the ecology of microbial communities. For
example, in nutrient depleted spatial refuges isolated survivors of
a bacterial species infected by its phage will be quickly out-
competed by other bacterial species that are not affected by phage.
However, seasonal variations in nutrient availability might change
this scenario allowing this bacterium to persist in the spatial refuge
due to collective phenotypic survival to phage.
We also discovered that the predominant phenotype among

bacteria surviving in isolation in spatial refuges was the old pole
survivor, that is the cell that was positioned at the dead-end of the
refuge and thus consistently inherited the original old pole of the
progenitor cell during doubling. According to previous studies
these cells grow more slowly compared with new pole cells,
possibly due to asymmetric partitioning of damaged or beneficial
components from the mother to its daughter cells [52, 78]. It is
conceivable that slower growth protects old pole bacteria from
phage as in the case of persistence to phage [39] or leads to a lower
expression of the outer membrane porin OmpC [79] which is one of
the phage receptors. However, it is also conceivable that at low
phage abundance, new pole cells are infected by the incoming
phage first and effectively screen old pole cells that are not reached
by the phage. In support of this hypothesis, only a minority of old
pole cells survived when phage abundance was increased.
It is also worth noting that in well-mixed environments phage

abundance and multiplicity of infection change over time, phage
virulence and horizontal transmission being highest at the onset
of an epidemic and reducing as the epidemic depletes the pool of
susceptible hosts [74]. Accordingly, in the structured environment
we found that the T4 population initially expands when the
susceptible hosts are plentiful but subsequently declines when the
susceptible hosts become scarce. Moreover, such decline starts
earlier, and its slope is steeper when the multiplicity of infection is

Fig. 3 Increased nutrient availability triggers a switch to phenotypic collective survival and reduces bacterial clearance by phage.
a–d Quantitative comparisons of a 2 h treatment with 107 phage ml−1 at low (i.e. 9 : 1 minimal medium M9 : LB mixture) or high nutrient
availability (i.e. LB) in terms of (a) overall fraction of susceptible (filled bars) and surviving bacteria (empty bars), (b) fraction of bacteria that
lysed without doubling (empty bars), lysed by 7 h after doubling (vertically patterned bars), or lysed by 24 h after doubling (filled bars), (c)
fraction of isolated survival (empty bars) vs collective survival (horizontally patterned bars), (d) number of doublings before lysis. LB medium
only was delivered in the mother machine from t= 2 h onwards. e–f Temporal dependence of (e) the survival fraction and (f) the lysed fraction
for E. coli hosted in the mother machine compartments and treated with 107 phage ml−1 at low (blue circles) or high nutrient availability
(green squares). Inset in (e): mean doubling rate during a 2 h treatment with 107 phage ml−1 at low (blue circles) or high nutrient availability
(green squares). Measurements were carried out in 200 channels of the structured mother machine environment in biological triplicate,
means and standard errors of the mean were calculated and used in panels (e) and (f). Very small error bars cannot be visualised due to
overlap with the datapoints. Dotted lines are guides for the eye.
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high. Importantly, in the structured environment the multiplicity
of infection also varies in space and accordingly we found
evidence of both collective and isolated survival to phage under
the same environmental conditions, although low multiplicity of
infection significantly favoured isolated bacterial survival, whereas
high multiplicity of infections significantly favoured collective
bacterial survival.
Our new findings highlight the importance of investigating the

impact of environmental variations, such as the structure of the
environment and nutrient availability, on bacteria-phage interac-
tions. In fact, in naturally structured environments, the level of
genetic resistance evolution is lower compared to within well-
mixed environments [2, 25, 28, 30, 80]. However, our data
demonstrate that, in structured environments, bacteria phenoty-
pically survive phage exposure without evolving genetic resis-
tance and that nutrient availability drives a phenotypic switch
from isolated to collective survival which is possibly controlled by
phage via lysis inhibition. Although our experiments are a
necessary simplification of a more complex reality, our novel
findings advance our current understanding of how variations in
environmental parameters dictate bacteria-phage interactions,
and should be taken into account in ecological, health or food
production settings in structured environments [26–28, 30, 80, 81].

DATA AVAILABILITY
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and its supplementary information files.
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